Tuition Levels:

Beginning Polish I
The student will concentrate on basic Polish vocabulary and grammar, along with simple reading, writing and conversation that will help the students in daily communication.

Beginning Polish II
The student will focus on building Polish vocabulary, introducing more complex grammar, and further developing reading, writing and conversation skills.

Intermediate/Advanced Polish
The student will focus mostly on conversation, tutorials, and lectures on contemporary Polish culture as well as Polish historical background. Complex grammar and advanced vocabulary and sentence structures also will be reviewed.

Lucyna Artymiuk is an experienced tutor who holds a Bachelor of Arts (Hon.) in Comparative Slavic Linguistics and Literature from Monash University. She has over 25 years of experience teaching beginner and intermediate adults in Polish Saturday schools and privately here in Melbourne. She is currently involved in Polish Jewish Dialogue in Melbourne and has an insight into cross-cultural and historical issues.

Contact Ms. Lucyna Artymiuk on (03) 97921835 or by email 'lucynaartymiuk@bigpond.com'

Location: at student’s home.
Cost: $30 per hour (sessions minimum 1.5)